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Description

This invention relates to nuclear reactor control rods used in Boiling Water Reactors (BWR's). More specifically, a control rod construction is disclosed in which square sectioned tubular members are compositely welded together in the required cruciform configuration to provide a new type of control rod having high neutron absorbing worth and long in service life time.

Nuclear reactors have control rods containing poisons for neutron absorption and either shutting down or shaping their nuclear reactions. The control rods typically used in BWR type reactors are provided with a cruciform shape and pass in the complementary cruciform shaped interstices between fuel channels. The control rods of the prior art are of two principal configurations.

In one configuration, control rods have included sealed, hollow tubes placed in side-by-side relation along the axis of the cruciform shaped control rods. The tubes extend vertically, are plugged at both ends and contain a neutron absorbing material such as boron carbide on the inside. The rods themselves are in turn contained within a metallic sheath. This sheath completely surrounds the rods on the outside. The metallic sheath in cooperation with top and bottom support structures are fastened through a central tie rod to confine the rods in side-by-side relation. Typically both the top and bottom support structures and sheath impart to the side-by-side rods the required cruciform shape.

It is important to note in this prior art construction that the tubes containing and confining the neutron absorbing material to not contribute to the structural integrity of the control rod. Rather, separate and relatively heavy structural members including the central tie rod are required to hold the assembled control rod together.

In another prior art configuration, it has been known to provide a solid stainless steel member with drilled holes. This solid steel member has the length and width of the prior art sheath. This solid steel member has a plurality of accurately drilled holes extending horizontally from the side edges of the rod to and towards the center of the required cruciform shape. These holes are horizontally drilled with gun drills to define accurately aligned cylindrical volumes for the containment of neutron absorbing materials. Such control rods with horizontal holes can contain slightly higher volumes of neutron absorbing materials than the control rods containing tubes and sheaths.

All control rod designs have attempted to maximize neutron absorbing material volume, provide the required structural rigidity to the control rod, and to have a weight limit sufficient to permit required rapid movement by conventional control rod movement drives. Further, all control rods must provide containment for their nuclear poisons such as boron carbide, hafnium and other neutron absorbers to prevent loss of poison and contamination of the reactor. This containment must withstand external system pressure at the beginning of in service life and generated internal pressures from atomic decomposition at the end of in service life.

Regarding generated internal pressures from atomic decomposition, many of the nuclear reactor poisons undergo element change. For example, boron carbide when absorbing neutrons eventually generates helium. The helium accumulates at high pressures. Simultaneously, the boron carbide swells and sinters. The combination of the gas production and the sintering traps gasses in localized pockets under extremely high pressure.

Control rods utilized within a modern nuclear reactor are of two general types. First, control rods having the purpose of shutting down the reactor are typically designed to have relatively high neutron absorbing worth. These control rods are not designed to withstand high neutron fluence for long periods of time.

Secondly, control rods for control cell locations are designed for the purpose of controlling and shaping the neutron flux profile of the reactor. These latter control rods must have long in service life times with high neutron fluence.

Control rod design must include provision for both types of control rods.

Aspects of the invention are specified in the claims to which attention is invited.

An illustrative apparatus and process for control rod assembly and construction for a nuclear reactor is disclosed wherein the control rod is of cruciform configuration having a plurality of and preferably four flat planar members. Each planar member is made up with an assembly of square cross sectioned tubular members. Each square cross sectioned tubular member includes a defined cylindrical center and a constant thickness surrounding tubular metallic shell to provide the contained neutron absorbing materials in a cylindrically shaped pressure vessel. The constant thickness surrounding tubular shell constituting the cylindrical shaped pressure vessel has four corner sections added to generate a modified square exterior profile. These added four corner sections comprise an addition to the tubular side wall thickness of the shell. Appropriate chamfers and rounding are provided to the square profile to impart both stress relief and convenient points for automated welding between side-by-side square sections. The square cross sectioned tubular members when welded together extend axially and longitudinally the length of the control rod in the direction of control rod
movement and fluid flow. The square cross sectioned tubular members are filled with a neutron absorbing material, plugged at both ends, and fastened by welding in side-by-side relation to form the planar control rod members of the required cruciform shape. These square cross sectioned tubular members as welded in side-by-side relation are an integral portion of the longitudinal support structure of the control rod and fasten and interconnect the handle at the top of the control rod and a conventional velocity limiting device at the bottom of the control rod. The fastening of the handles and velocity limiting device at the respective top and bottom provides a secondary and supplemental seal to primary plugs containing the neutron absorbing material. If needed for enhanced life, provision is made for the incorporation of a hafnium plate in a rectangular sectioned tube adjacent the handle at upper end of the control rod, this tip being variable in length dependent upon individual control rod requirements. Thus square sectioned tubular members form an improved poison containing cylindrical volume for providing resultant improved control rod worth and increased in service life time in moderating and shutting down nuclear reactions. Consequently, the disclosed construction can be used both for conventional control rods as well as for control rod configured for control cell locations.

According to an embodiment of one aspect of the invention, a square cross sectioned tubular member for the composite construction of cruciform shaped control rods has a cylindrical inside surrounding by a constant sectioned tubular cylinder. The constant sectioned tubular cylinder is provided with a modified square exterior profile. Specifically, and on each corner, the tubular section increases. It increases to define four corners to impart the square cross section. This square cross section exceeds slightly the diameter of the tube. Appropriate chamfers and rounding of the junction between the square corners and tubular sides is provided for stress relief.

An advantage of this embodiment is the resultant square cross sectioned tubular member is a good pressure vessel. It can accommodate all foreseeable pressures due to neutron absorbing material decomposition and sintering.

A further advantage is that the disclosed square cross sectioned tubular member has a relatively high volume of poison containment per unit weight when compared to control rods of the prior art. Consequently, larger volumes of neutron absorbing materials can be maintained in each tubular section. A control rod construction with an over 10% increase in overall worth can result. The inherent light weight of the square cross sectioned tubular members allows the use of increased hafnium absorber material and consequently enables the construction of increased life control rods.

Another advantage of the disclosed square cross sectioned tubular member is that the number and internal composition of poison containing tubular volumes can be varied. This variation can be tailored to the location and purpose for which the control rod is to be used. For example, for control rods placed in control cells, relatively large amounts of hafnium can be used for an extended in service life time. Conversely, for control rods utilized only to shut down a reactor, increased quantities of boron carbide can be placed within the control rod to give high control rod worth.

A further advantage of the disclosed tubular member is that it has a high strength to weight ratio. Consequently, control rods assembled from a plurality of such side-by-side tubular members can withstand all foreseeable static and dynamic loadings.

A further advantage is that the tubular member can be manufactured by standard tube making techniques. Consequently, tubes surrounded by a sheath are not required. Moreover, gun drilling to high degrees of accuracy is not required. Accurately aligned vertically extending cylindrical volumes are defined by the square cross section tubular members.

Yet another advantage of the disclosed control rod construction is that each tube forms its own separate and isolated chamber for containing and isolating the neutron absorbing material. Consequently, any leakage of one tube from cracking, wear or construction defect is isolated to the discrete tube having the defect. Adjacent tubes are not necessarily affected.

An embodiment of another aspect of the invention provides a composite control rod in which the tubular members are laid side-by-side and juxtaposed. When juxtaposed, their chamfered and rounded corners define natural grooves for the introduction of welding material. The rods, when welded in their side-by-side relation, form the flat planar members of the cruciform shaped control rods.

An advantage of the composite control rod is that it can be fabricated utilizing automated welding techniques. The disclosed design is particularly suitable for automated laser welding. Consequently a high degree of fabrication flexibility is present in the disclosed design.

Further, and due to the built up corners of the rod, the placed welding metal in no way interferes with the structural integrity of the constant sectioned tubular containment.

A further advantage is that the composite tubular construction has an improved wear resistant profile. Specifically, the corner sections are built up
slightly beyond the tubular section. Where control rod chafing occurs to adjacent fuel channels, the excess corner sections contact the channels. Wearing away of the required constant sectioned tubular containment is avoided.

Yet another advantage of the control rod construction is that their side-by-side make up of the square sectioned tubes extends axially in the direction of the control rod movement. Consequently, any defined grooves in the control rod are continuous and with continuity in the direction of control rod movement and fluid flow. Thus, the chances of mechanical interference between channels with required control rod movement is minimized.

In an illustrative implementation of another aspect of the invention a composite control rod is fabricated from square sectioned tubes such as herein disclosed, the square sectioned tubes being welded in side-by-side relation so that the joined tubes form the planar neutron absorbing members of the control rods. Thereafter, the neutron absorbing material is placed within the side-by-side cylindrical volumes and both ends of the tubes are plugged with primary plug seals so as to trap the neutron absorbing material within each cylinder. Once the primary plug seals are in place, the plugged ends of the tubes are machined and joined to the handle at the upper end and the velocity limiter at the lower end to form a complete control rod construction. This joining to the handle and the velocity limiter constitutes a secondary and supplemental seal to the contained neutron absorbing material.

A primary advantage of the disclosed design is that the number of poison containing chambers for containing the neutron absorbing material can be varied. For example, in locations exposed to relatively low neutron flux, centrally located cylinders can be omitted. Conversely, in sections of the reactor having relatively high neutron flux, a relatively full profile of cylinders filled with neutron absorbing material extending the full width of the control rod can be used.

An advantage of this aspect of the invention is that the square tube construction forms longitudinally extending structural members for the control rod. These longitudinally extending structural members obviate the necessity of having vertically extending tie rods for holding the control rod together. Consequently, the weight is reduced and construction simplified.

Yet another advantage of the disclosed control rod construction is that the connection of the control rod planar members only need be occasional to provide the necessary columnar stiffness to the entire control rod. Opposite sides of the control rods only need be fastened intermittently to provide the requisite stiffness to withstand anticipated buckling forces during insertion. For example, seismic events are postulated and simultaneous control rod insertion for scramming of the plant during the anticipated seismic event is utilized as a worst case design criteria. The intermittent connection between the planar control rod members can be designed to impart to the control rods sufficient flexibility to fit between dynamically bowed fuel cells while retaining sufficient columnar rigidity to ensure insertion.

A further advantage of the disclosed control rod construction is that a greater volume of neutron absorbing material can be maintained within the control rod per unit weight of the disclosed control rod construction. Consequently, control rods having a weight that can be manipulated by existing control rod drives are disclosed which have superior worth. An improved cold shut down margin can result.

An additional advantage of the achieved high control rod worth of this invention is that the placement of gadolinium within the reactor fuel load can be reduced. Specifically, the improved worth of the control rod enables greater enrichment of the fuel load because the higher worth control rod has greater capability in reaction control.

Yet another advantage of the disclosed construction is that the joining of the upper and lower plugged ends of the control rod to the handle and velocity limiter provides a secondary seal supplementing the seal provided by the plugs at the end of the cylinders.

According to yet another illustrative embodiment a control rod having a plate of neutron absorbing material (preferably hafnium) is captured near the upper end thereof. According to this embodiment a rectangular sectioned tube is fastened to the end of the square tube array. This rectangular sectioned tube has a plate of neutron absorbing material, preferably hafnium, placed within it. Thereafter, the control rod handle is placed and fastened to the rectangular tube to seal the plate at the tip of the control rod. Likewise the bottom of the rectangular tube is fastened to the flat planar member of the control rod. Both connections effect the preferred secondary seal to the contained neutron absorbing material within the cylindrical volumes of the control rod.

An advantage of the rectangular tube enclosing the neutron absorbing material is that the tube forms the required structural member connecting the handle to the remainder of the control rod.

Another advantage of the disclosed construction is that virtually all types of control rods can be fabricated using the disclosed control rod design. Specifically, rods of high worth for shutting down or scrambling a reactor can be fabricated utilizing a boron carbide absorber with hafnium tips. Similarly,
and by installing increased amounts of hafnium at the side edge and ends of the disclosed high strength to weight ratio of rod construction, a control rod tolerant to high levels of neutron fluence experienced at control cells is disclosed.

Other aspects, features, and advantages of this invention will be more apparent after referring to the description of the attached drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a horizontal section taken from a control rod illustrating several square cross sectioned tubular members of this invention in side-by-side alignment;

Fig. 2A is a reduced section similar to Fig. 1 illustrating the partial composite construction of a cruciform shaped rod according to this invention and having a planar control rod member containing 15 side-by-side square sectioned tubes; and,

Fig. 2B is a section similar to Fig. 2A illustrating a control rod section incorporating 12 side-by-side square sectioned tubes;

Fig. 3 is a perspective view illustrating a control rod coming up from under four side-by-side fuel channels for absorbing neutrons in the control of a nuclear reaction;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view, partially broken away illustrating the control rod of Fig 3 clear of the fuel channels of Fig. 3;

Figs. 5, 6, and 7, are respective sections of the control rod of Fig. 4;

Fig. 8 is a detail of the tip of a control rod constructed in accordance with this invention illustrating the encapsulation of a hafnium tip in the rod to provide a control rod having long in service life; and,

Fig. 9 is a detail of plugs at one end of a the square sectioned tube illustrating plugging of the tube for the containment of the neutron absorbing materials within the cylindrical volume of the tube.

Referring to Fig. 1, an actual section of the composite control rod is illustrated. Applicants point out that while size is not normally construed to be indicative of invention, the construction of nuclear reactors renders size in this invention important. Exemplary sizes are given herein in mm (and inches), where 1 inch = 25.4 mm.

The control rod herein can be fabricated to discrete sizes. By way of example, a square sectioned rod having 6.6 mm (0.260 inch) cross sectional dimension includes 4.83 mm (0.190 inch) inside diameter cylindrical volume. Alternately, a square sectioned rod having a 7.92 mm (0.312 inch) cross sectional dimension includes 6.1 mm (0.240 inch) inside diameter. Wall thickness of 0.76mm (0.030 inch) is provided for both sizes. It will be seen with the aforementioned dimensions that the square section of the rod slightly exceeds the tube diameter. Other dimensions may as well be used.

A word about BWR nuclear reactors with quick reference to Fig. 3 is worthwhile. Specifically, the nuclear reactors have fuel channels 14 containing tubes 16. Interior of the tubes 16 are placed the nuclear fuel pellets which generate the chain nuclear reaction. BWR type reactors introduce the control rods from the bottom towards the top. Such a control rod R is shown in Fig. 3 coming up between the respective fuel channels 14.

Some further dimensions can be instructive. Typically, the control rods are 4420 mm (174 inches) long. The length of fuel loading in a nuclear reactor can be in the range of 3658 mm to 3810 mm (144 to 150 inches). Typically, the interstitial space between adjacent fuel channels is in the order of 13 mm (half inch).

Mechanisms for moving the control rods are conventional and expensive to replace. Consequently, it is important that new control rods be of such size and such weight that no substantial alteration is required to the control rod drives, fuel, and core support hardware.

Typically, control rod drives precisely move the control rods R to positions of partial insertion for shaping the reactor "burn." Additionally, and for purposes of SCRAM, the control rods must move rapidly from any current position to full insertion within the reactor. In some types of reactors, the entire 12 foot length of the control rod must be capable of insertion into the interstices between fuel channels 14 in the range of 1.6 seconds. Consequently, acceleration and deceleration forces are to be reckoned with in the construction of the control rod. Moreover, the control rods must have sufficient rigidity to withstand anticipated seismic loadings.

Regarding seismic events, two conditions must be simultaneously considered in a design "worse case" scenario. First, and since the most significant component of seismic loading on a reactor is horizontal and dynamic, it can be anticipated that during a seismic event the individual fuel channels will have a bowed configuration. Secondly, and because of the seismic event, scarring of the reactor will be desired. Consequently, the control rods will have to be sufficiently flexible to penetrate the interstices of the fuel channels while having sufficient columnar strength to avoid buckling.

Having introduced the environment to which the invention resides, the rod construction itself may be rather simply understood.

Referring to Fig. 1, square sectioned tubular member 20A, 20B, 20C, and 20D are shown in side-by-side configuration. Taking the case of configuration 20C, the elemental construction of the square sectioned tubular member can be easily
seen and understood.

Typically, each section includes a constant sectioned cylinder 30. Further, each tubular section includes four added corners. The added corners are corners 31, 32, 33, and 34.

A broken line has been drawn between each of the respective corner sections 31, 32, 33, and 34 and the constant sectioned cylinder 30. This broken line demonstrates that cylinder 30 has a constant side wall of thickness 36 that extends entirely around the defined cylindrical volume 40 of the control rod. This constant side wall thickness 36 provides the requisite containment and pressure resistant vessel required by the control rod construction.

Corner sections 31, 32, 33 and 34 serve at least two additional purposes.

First, the corner sections impart to the disclosed tube the required square cross section. The tubes can thus be welded in side-by-side relation.

Secondly, the corner sections constitute wear points. Where contact occurs between the fuel channels and the sides of the control rods, the respective corner sections 31, 32, 33, and 34 will effect such contact first. The tubular member will not at all be affected or worn.

Further, and as will be hereinafter discussed, the thickness of the corner sections prevents the weld from interfering with the structural integrity of the tube.

It is known that in metallic pressure vessels that sharp surfaces are to be avoided. Accordingly, each of the corner sections is provided with fillets 51, 52. These respective fillets define a transition between the respective corner sections and the tubular sides. Likewise, the corners are chamfered and rounded at area 53. Thus, the corners are not sharp and are specified to conform to tube fabrication technology, including for example drawing.

Referring to Fig. 1 and specifically at the corner 60 between rod 20B and 20C, the placement of welding metal is illustrated. It can be seen that the adjacent chamfered and rounded corners 53 between control rods 20B and 20C have defined a convenient interstitial area for the introduction of weld metal. The weld metal has penetrated in the shaded wedge shaped area illustrated at 60.

Regarding this shaded wedge shaped weld metal area, it will be seen that it penetrates the corner section only. It does not penetrate or interfere with the required tubular side wall 36 required around the cylindrical volume 40.

Further, it will be understood that there is produced a generally "V"-shaped groove between the respective tubular members 20B, 20C. This V-shaped groove is ideal for tracking by automated welding equipment. Thus the composite rod here set forth can be directly fabricated from automated welding techniques, preferably laser welding.

Having set forth construction and cooperation of the individual control rod sections, a composite control rod constructed in accordance with this invention a cruciform shape can be understood. Specifically and referring to Fig. 2A, 15 tubes T are shown welded in side-by-side relationship. The tubes T extend from a central intermittent and cruciformed solid member 70. The square cross sectioned tubular members together produce a planar side S of a control rod. As is apparent, four sides S can be attached to central intermittent member 70 to impart to the rod the required cruciform cross section.

The disclosed design includes flexibility in the number of location of individual cylindrical volumes used to contain neutron absorbing material.

Referring to Fig. 2B, a control rod including only 12 side-by-side tube T is illustrated for placement in a reactor at a location having lesser neutron fluence. As is apparent, the number of tubes utilized in the control rod can vary as individual control rod parameters likewise vary.

Referring to Fig. 3, the completed rod is illustrated at R. It is shown in the interstices between four adjacent fuel channels 14. The completely assembled control rod is shown in a position to control nuclear reaction, the position here illustrated being close to full insertion.

Having illustrated the rod in its controlling environment in Fig. 3, attention can now be directed to the details of fabrication of the control rod. First the overall control rod configuration will be set forth with respect to Fig. 4. Thereafter, the various control rod sections will be discussed with respect to Figs. 5, 6 and 7. Plugging of the ends of the control rod will be discussed with respect to Fig. 8. Finally, the addition of hafnium tips to the end of the control rod will be set forth with respect to Fig. 9.

Referring to Fig. 4, a complete control rod is illustrated. The control rod includes a velocity limiter V at the bottom, a handle H at the top and four respective planar sides S1, S2, S3 and S4 therebetween.

Unlike the prior art, the disclosed control rod includes cruciformed shaped tie segments 50 placed at respective intervals to brace the respective planar sides S1-S4 one with respect to another. Segments 50 are not continuous the longitudinal length of the disclosed control rod. Instead they are intermittent.

The limiting factor in the number of such segments is a combination of both flexibility and imparted columnar strength to the control rod during anticipated seismic events. Spacers 50 are provided at intervals so that the control rod may be flexible to enter the interstices between dynam-
ically bowed fuel cells during seismic events. At the same time, the spacers 50 are placed to ensure to the control rod the desired degree of columnar strength to prevent columnar buckling during seismic event insertion.

This design gives the rod three respective profiles.

Referring to Fig. 5, the profile of the rod at a cruciform shaped segment 50 is illustrated. Specifically, planar sides S1-S4 are all joined to the cruciform shaped segment 50.

Referring to Fig. 6, the cross section of the control rod is illustrated at an interstitial location between segments 50. At this location, it is seen that the respective planar surfaces S1-S4 are not joined. Thus, the prior art continuous tie rod is completely omitted.

It has been emphasized that the tube segments T participate as structural members of the disclosed control rod configuration. This participation enables elimination of a continuous tie rod and allows intermittent segments 50.

It should be understood that the cruciform segments 50 here illustrated are not absolutely required. For example, intermittent plates can be used as well. Such plates would preferably alternately brace opposite surfaces S1 and S4 and thereat surfaces S2 and S3.

Referring to Fig. 4 at section 7-7 and Fig. 7 it can be seen that the velocity limiter end of the rod has a cruciform configuration similar to both the handle and the planar rod members S1-S4, having respective planar sections V1-V4.

Referring to Fig. 9, a typical tube T is illustrated. Tube T is shown with a plug P inserted within cylindrical volume 40 of the tube. Plug P is placed at both ends of the tube so as to confine neutron absorbing materials interior of the rods.

It will be appreciated that the neutron absorbing material placed within cylindrical volume 40 is typically confined to boron carbide (B4C). It will be appreciated that the control rod may be filled with any of the known vocabulary of neutron absorbing materials. Hafnium rods, for example, can be partially or wholly placed within such tubes T. Combinations of hafnium rods with boron carbide can be used. Likewise, other known neutron absorbers such as europium or dysprosium can as well be used.

Once plug P is placed in the end of rod T to plug cylindrical volume 40, the plug P is typically welded at the interstices between the outer diameter of the plug P and the cylinder 40. Placement of the plug P typically occurs after the individual rods T have been placed in side-by-side relation.

Once the plugs P are welded and in place, the respective ends of the rod T and the plugs P are typically machined, as by milling, to a finished surface 60 shown in broken lines on Fig. 9. Thus, it will be appreciated that the respective sides S1-S4 are ready for their respective attachments to the velocity limiter V and the handle H.

Regarding such attachment, it will now be understood that the attachment causes a secondary seal to occur at the respective ends of the individual square sectioned rods T.

Referring to Fig. 4, velocity limiter V includes transition sections V1-V4 each of which, e.g. V1, abuts the end of one of the planar control rod members, e.g. S1. Welding conventionally occurs at and around the interface between planar member S1 and velocity limiter section V1. This weld effects the mechanical attachment of the velocity limiter at plate V1 to the control rod planar surface S1. However, this same weld has a secondary effect. Specifically, the weld forms a secondary or tertiary seal about the plugs P at the lower end of the joined control rods T. Thus the design here shown provides enhanced sealing.

Referring to Fig. 8, construction of the handle H can now be set forth. The upper end of handle H at 71 is conventional and typically comprises a continuous plate of stainless steel having a conventionally mounted control rod guide 72 for rolling over the surfaces of the respective fuel channels 14.

Between the respective ends of the control rod S1 and plate 71 on handle H, a rectangular sectioned tube 80 is placed. This tube defines in the interior a rectangular volume having a complementary rectangular hafnium plate 82.

Plate 82 can be made of any longitudinal length desired. For example, in control cell locations plate 82 is usually relatively long in the range of 152.4 mm (six inches).

In conventional control rod locations, plate 82 and tube 80 are relatively short in the range of 76.2 mm (three inches); the plate is given a length only sufficient to withstand the higher neutron fluence at the reactor exposed end of the normally withdrawn control rod.

It will be appreciated that the rectangular sectioned tube 80 is continuously welded around planar control rod surface S1. Likewise, the upper end of the rectangular tube 80 is continuously welded to handle plate 71. These respective continuous welds provide not only containment to the hafnium plate 82 but additionally serve as a secondary seal to the respective ends of the tubes T forming the planar control rod member S.

It has been found that higher volumes of neutron absorbing material can be placed within the disclosed apparatus. Control rods of an increased worth in the range exceeding 10% can be produced.

Further, the disclosed control rods because of
their defined central cylindrical volume and the fact that they are tubular extruded provide ideal resistance to known control rod failure phenomenon.

It will be appreciated that the standard tube making techniques can be used for fabricating the disclosed tubes. Consequently, the defined cylindrical volume 40 need not be fabricated by drilling or other factors.

Further, automated welding can include laser welding, electron beam welding, and plasma arc welding, technologies ideally suited for joining the disclosed tube sections.

It will be understood that the increased volume of neutron absorbing material provides improved self-shielding. Simply stated, neutron absorbing materials, such as boron carbide, tend to absorb neutrons on their outermost cylindrical areas. Depletion of the neutron absorbing characteristics occurs with successive cylindrical layers absorbing and thereafter being expended in the absorption process. By providing a cylinder of larger diameter, control rod worth is maintained for a longer in service time. Specifically, the surface area present for neutron absorption decreases more slowly with the higher cylindrical volumes of poison or neutron absorbing material.

It will, therefore, be understood that the square tube of this invention contains a unique serendipity which cooperates in the control rod environment. This serendipity includes the composite tubular makeup and the ability to construct and fasten the square cross section tubes in side-by-side relation.

Claims

1. A tube used in a control rod (R), said tube (T) comprising in combination:
   a tube (30) of constant side wall thickness (36) sufficient to define therewithin a cylindrical volume (40) for the containment of neutron absorbing poisons and having sufficient side wall thickness to retain said poisons under all anticipated pressures from decomposition of said neutron absorbing poisons;
   four corner sections (31-34) placed at 90° intervals to the side wall of said constant side wall thickness tube, said four corner sections defining areas of increased thickness in said tube whereby said tube of constant side wall thickness completely surrounds said cylindrical volume for the containment of neutron absorbing poisons.

2. The tube of claim 1 and wherein said four corner sections (31-34) each define planes extending beyond said constant side wall thickness tube whereby contact of said tube to a surface will cause said corner sections at said planes to contact said surface first.

3. The tube of claim 1 and wherein said corners are chamfered and rounded (53).

4. A flat planar member constituting a portion of a control rod (R), said flat planar member comprising in combination: a plurality of tubes (T) according to anyone of claims 1 to 3; and means (60) for joining said tubes (30) in side-by-side juxtaposed relation to form said flat member.

5. The member of claim 4 wherein the four corner sections of each of said juxtaposed tubes together define planes extending beyond said constant side wall thickness tube whereby contact of said flat plane to a substantially flat surface will cause said corner sections to contact said substantially flat surface first.

6. The member of claim 4 wherein said corners are chamfered and rounded (53) and define interstices between said juxtaposed square sectioned tube for the placement of welding metal (60) and guidance grooves for automatic welding equipment.

7. A control rod (R) for movement axially into and out of the interstitial area between fuel bundles (14,16), said control rod comprising a plurality of planar control rod members (S) according to anyone of claims 4 to 6, said planar members being joined to form a cruciform shaped control rod.

8. A control rod according to claim 7 and wherein said side-by-side square sectioned tubes have said cylindrical volumes plugged (P) at each end to form a first seal and joined to a control rod end (V,H) to form a secondary seal.

9. A control rod according to claim 8 and wherein said control rod ends include a control rod handle (H) and a velocity limiter (V) with a transition section (V1-V4).

10. A control rod according to claim 9 and wherein said control rod end at said control rod handle (H) includes a rectangular tube (60), said tube connected to said planar control rod member at one end and to said control rod handle at the other end, said rectangular sectioned tube containing a neutron absorbing material (82).

11. A control rod according to claim 10 and wherein said rectangular tube contains a plate (82) of hafnium.
12. A process of constructing a planar control rod member including the steps of:
  providing square cross sectioned tubes (T) having a tubular shell of constant thickness (36) and including four corner sections (31-34) at 90 degree intervals for imparting to said tube said square cross section;
  placing said tubes in juxtaposed side-by-side relation;
  fastening said tubes together (60) in said juxtaposed side-by-side relation;
  filling said tubes with neutron absorbing materials; and,
  plugging (P) said tubes at the respective ends of said tubes to confine said neutron absorbing materials within said tubes.

13. The process of claim 12 and including the additional steps of:
  joining said plugged tubes to respective end members (H,V) of said control rod around the periphery of said plugged tubes whereby said joint forms a secondary seal to said control rods.

14. The process of claim 12 and wherein said fastening step includes fastening by welding.

15. The process of claim 13 and wherein said joining step at one end of said plugged tubes constitutes providing a rectangular sectioned tube (80) complementary in section to the section of said plugged tubes at said one end;
  placing neutron absorbing material (82) in said rectangular sectioned tube;
  fastening one end of said rectangular sectioned tube to said plugged tubes; and,
  fastening the other end of said rectangular sectioned tube to a control rod handle (H) to capture said neutron absorbing material in said tube whereby said fastening steps provide a secondary seal to said plugs in said square sectioned tubular members.

Patentansprüche

1. Rohr (T), das in einem Steuerstab (R) benutzt wird und in Kombination umfaßt:
  ein Rohr (30) konstanter Seitenwanddicke (36), genügend, um darin ein zylindrisches Volumen (40) zum Zurückhalten neutronenabsorbierender Gifte zu bilden und mit genügender Seitenwanddicke, um die genannten Gifte unter allen erwarteten Drucken vor der Zersetzung der neutronenabsorbierenden Gifte zu bewahren;
  vier Eckabschnitte (31-34), die in 90°-Intervallen an der Seitenwand des Rohres konstanter Seitenwanddicke angeordnet sind, wo-bei diese vier Eckabschnitte Bereiche größerer Dicke des Rohres bilden, wodurch das Rohr konstanter Seitenwanddicke das zylindrische Volumen zum Zurückhalten der neutronenabsorbierenden Gifte vollständig umgibt.

2. Rohr nach Anspruch 1, worin die vier Eckabschnitte (31-34) jeweils Ebenen bilden, die sich über das Rohr konstanter Seitenwanddicke hinaus erstrecken, wodurch der Kontakt des Rohres mit einer Oberfläche die Eckabschnitte dieser Ebenen die genannte Oberfläche zu erst berühren läßt.

3. Rohr nach Anspruch 1, worin die Ecken abgeschrägt und abgerundet (53) sind.

4. Flaches planares Teil, das einen Abschnitt eines Steuerstabes (R) bildet, wobei dieses flache planare Teil in Kombination umfaßt:
  eine Vielzahl von Rohren (T) nach irgend-einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3 und
  eine Einrichtung (60) zum Verbinden der Rohre (30) in seitlich aneinandergrenzender Beziehung, um das genannte flache Teil zu bilden.

5. Teil nach Anspruch 4, worin die vier Eckabschnitte jedes der aneinandergrenzenden Rohre zusammen Ebenen bilden, die sich über das Rohr konstanter Seitenwanddicke hinaus erstrecken, wodurch ein Kontakt der genannten flachen Ebene mit einer im wesentlichen flachen Ebene dazu führt, daß die Eckabschnitte die im wesentlichen flache Oberfläche zu erst berühren.

6. Teil nach Anspruch 4, worin die Ecken abgeschrägt und abgerundet (53) sind und Zwischensräume zwischen dem angrenzenden Rohr mit quadratischem Querschnitt für die Anordnung von Schweissmetall (60) und Führungswellen für eine automatische Schweiss-ausrüstung bilden.

7. Steuerstab (R) zur axialen Bewegung in dem Zwischenraum zwischen Brennelementen (14, 16) und aus diesen heraus, wobei der Steuerstab eine Vielzahl planarer Steuerstabeite (S) nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 4 bis 6 umfaßt und die genannten planaren Teile zur Bildung eines kreuzförmigen Steuerstabes mit einander verbunden sind.

8. Steuerstab nach Anspruch 7, worin die seitlichen Rohre mit quadratischem Querschnitt zylinderische Volumina aufweisen die an jedem
Ende verstopft (P) sind, um eine erste Dichtung zu bilden und die mit einem Steuerstabende (V, H) verbunden sind, um eine sekundäre Dichtung zu bilden.

9. Steuerstab nach Anspruch 8, worin die Steuerstabenden einen Steuerstab-Handgriff (H) und einen Geschwindigkeitsbegrenzer (V) mit einem Übergangsabschnitt (V1-V4) einschließen.

10. Steuerstab nach Anspruch 9, worin das Steuerstabende an dem Steuerstab-Handgriff (H) ein rechteckiges Rohr (80) einschließt, das an einem Ende an dem planaren Steuerstabeit und am anderen Ende an dem Steuerstab-Handgriff befestigt ist, wobei das einen recht-

11. Steuerstab nach Anspruch 10, vor dem recht-

eckige Rohr eine Platte (82) aus Hafnium ent-
hält.

12. Verfahren zum Konstruieren eines planaren Steuerstabteiles mit den Stufen:

Schaffen von Rohren (T) mit quadratischem Querschnitt, die eine rohrformige Hülse konstanter Dicke (36) und vier Eckabschnitte (31-34) in 90°-Intervallen aufweisen, um dem Rohr den genannten quadratischen Querschnitt zu geben;

Anordnen der Rohre in angrenzender seit-
licher Beziehung;

Befestigen der Rohre miteinander (60) in der genannten angrenzenden seitlichen Beziehung;

Füllen der Rohre mit neutronenabsorbier-
renden Materialien und

Verstopfen (P) der Rohre an den jeweiligen Rohrenden, um die neutronenabsorbierenden Materialien in den Rohren einzuschließen.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, mit der zusätzli-
chen Stufe:

Verbinden der verschlossenen Rohre mit jeweiligen Endteilen (H, V) des Steuerstabes um die Peripherie der verschlossenen Rohre herum, wobei die Verbindung eine sekundäre Abdichtung für die Steuerstabe bildet.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, worin die Befesti-
gungsteile ein Befestigen durch Schweißen einschließt.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, worin die Verbin-
dungsteile an einem Ende der verschlossenen Rohre das Schaffen eines Rohres (80) mit

rechteckigem Querschnitt komplementär im Schnitt zum Schnitt der verschlossenen Rohre an dem genannten einen Ende bildet;

Anordnen von neutronenabsorbierendem Material (82) in dem Rohr mit rechteckigem Querschnitt;

Befestigen einen Endes des Rohres mit rechteckigem Querschnitt an den verschlosse-
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nen Rohren und

Befestigen des anderen Endes des Rohres mit rechteckigem Querschnitt an einem Hand-
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griff (H) des Steuerstabes, um das neutronen-
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absorbierende Material in dem Rohr abzu-
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schließen, wodurch die genannten Befesti-
gungsstufen eine sekundäre Dichtung für die Stopfen in den rohrförmigen Teilen mit quadra-

tischem Querschnitt schaffen.

Reivendications

1. Tube utilisé dans une barre de commande (R), ledit tube (T) comprenant en combinaison :

un tube (30) d'épaisseur de paroi latérale constante (36) suffisante pour définir à l'inté-

rieur de ce tube un volume cylindrique (40) destiné au confinement des poissons absorbant les neutrons et ayant une épaisseur de paroi latérale suffisante pour maintenir lesdits pois-

sons sous toutes les pressions prévues résultant d'une décomposition desdits poissons absobant les neutrons ;

quatre sections d'angle (31-34) se trouvant à des intervalles de 90° sur la paroi latérale dudit tube d'épaisseur de paroi latérale constante, ces quatre sections d'angle définis-
sant des zones d'épaisseur accrue dans ledit tube, le tube d'épaisseur de paroi latérale constante entourant ainsi complètement le vo-

lume cylindrique précité en vue du confine-
m ent des poissons absorbant les neutrons.

2. Tube selon la revendication 1 et dans lequel les quatre sections d'angle (31-34) définissent chacune des plans s'étendant au-delà du tube d'épaisseur de paroi latérale constante, grâce à quoi la venue en contact dudit tube avec une surface a pour effet que les sections d'angle à l'endroit desdits plans viennent tout d'abord en contact avec ladite surface.

3. Tube selon la revendication 1 et dans lequel les angles sont chanfreinés et arrondis (53).

4. Element plan plat constituant une partie d'une barre de commande (R), ledit élément plan plat comprenant en combinaison : une pluralité de tubes (T) selon l'une quelconque des re-

vendications 1 à 3 ;
et un moyen (80) pour réunir les dis tubes (30) dans une disposition juxtaposée côte à côte de manière à former ledit élément plat.

5. Élément selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les quatre sections d’angle de chacun des joints tubes juxtaposés définissent ensemble des plans s’étendant au-delà du tube d’épaisseur de paroi latérale constante, grâce à quoi la surface des tubes correspond aux surfaces sensibles de contact avec ladite surface sensibles plate.

6. Élément selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les dis tubes angles sont chanfreinés et arrondis (53) et définissent des interstices entre le tube de section carrée juxtaposé des interstices pour l’emplacement d’un métal de soudage (60) et de rainures de guidage pour un équipement de soudage automatique.

7. Barre de commande (R) pour un déplacement axial d’entrée et de sortie dans la zone interstielle entre les faisceaux (14, 16) de barres de combustible, ladite barre de commande compréhensif d’une pluralité d’éléments plans (5) de barre de commande selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 6, dits éléments plans étant réunis de manière à former une barre de commande cruciforme.

8. Barre de commande selon la revendication 7 et dans laquelle les dis tubes de barres de section carrée placés côte à côte sont obturés (P) à chaque extrémité de manière à former un premier joint étanche et sont raccordés à une extrémité (V, H) de barre de commande de manière à former une seconde fermeture étanche.

9. Barre de commande selon la revendication 8 dans laquelle les dis tubes extrémités de barre de commande comprennent une poignée (H) de barre de commande et un limiteur (V) de vitesse avec une section de transition (V1-V4).

10. Barre de commande selon la revendication 9 et dans laquelle la dis largeur extrémité de barre de commande à l’endroit de ladite poignée (H) de barre de commande comprend un tube (60) de section rectangulaire, ledit tube étant raccordé audit élément plan de barre de commande à une première de ses extrémités et à ladite poignée de barre de commande à son autre extrémité, ledit tube de section rectangulaire contenant une matière (82) absorbant les neutrons.

11. Barre de commande selon la revendication 10 et dans lequel le dit tube de section rectangulaire contient une plaque (82) d’hafnium.

12. Procédé pour construire un élément plan de barre de commande comprenant les étapes consistant :

- à réaliser des tubes (T) de section carrée comportant une enveloppe tubulaire d’épaisseur constante (36) et comprenant quatre sections d’angle (31-34) à des intervalles de 90° pour donner audit tube ladite section transverse carrée ;
- à placer les tubes dans une disposition juxtaposée côte à côte ;
- à fixer les tubes ensemble (60) dans ladite disposition juxtaposée côte à côte ;
- à remplir les tubes avec des matières absorbant les neutrons ; et
- à obturer (P) les tubes aux extrémités respectives de ces tubes de manière à confiner à l’intérieur des tubes les matières absorbant les neutrons.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12 et comprenant les étapes supplémentaires consistant :

- à raccorder les tubes obturés aux éléments d’extrémité respectifs (H, V) de ladite barre de commande autour de la périphérie des tubes obturés, grâce à quoi ledit raccordement forme un joint étanche secondaire vis-à-vis des tubes barres de commande.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 12 et dans lequel ladite étape de fixation comprend la fixation par soudage.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 13 et dans lequel ladite étape de raccordement à une première des extrémités des tubes obturés consiste à former un tube (80) de section rectangulaire de section complémentaire de celle des tubes obturés à ladite première extrémité ;

- à placer une matière (82) absorbant les neutrons dans ledit tube de section rectangulaire ;
- à fixer une des extrémités dudit tube de section rectangulaire auxdits tubes obturés ; et
- à fixer l’autre extrémité dudit tube de section rectangulaire à une poignée (H) de barre de commande pour emprisonner la matière absorbant les neutrons dans ledit tube, grâce à quoi les étapes de fixation procurent un joint étanche secondaire auxdits éléments d’obturation dans lesdits éléments tubulaires de section carrée.